The electric threshold is widely used as a criterion indicating the intensity factor of excitability of nerve and muscle. For consideration of the electric excitation of these tissues, factors other than the above, such as the time factor and the slope factor, appear to be important (Suzuki (16) ). These factors have been studied thoroughly in the first half of this century.
Observations have also been made on human body, being used as criterions the threshold of Cathode closure contraction (CaCC), Cathodal opening contraction (Ca0C), Anode closure contraction (AnCC), and Anodal opening contraction (AnOC), the rheobase, the chronaxie and the A constant.
They are now in use for clinical diagnosis. Since, however, the threshold must represent quantitatively the current which stimulates the nerve or muscle, its exact value cannot be determined in the human body by the same procedures as are used in its measurement in excised preparations.
The most notable difference is the fact that, in human body, the stimulating current is delivered through the skin.
In measuring the chronaxie in human body, Lapicque
(1) and others (2, 3) used arrangements which cancelled the electric resistance of the skin against the stimulating current. The arrangement, however, fell short of perfection at the degree of its achievements, since the skin had other electric component not negligible in determining the accurate threshold.
Fortunately, however, the study of electrical characters in human skin has recently been developed to such an extent that the cause of the defects in the measurement of threshold as described above has been clarified (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9) .
On the basis of this knowledge the author has studied to eliminate the obstructions inherently existing in the skin, and derised a method determing accurately the threshold of nerve or muscle in human body (10, 11, 12 
RESULTS
(1) Measurement of threshold used for clinical examinations The threshold of human nerves and muscles can simply be measured by the above method. E in fig. 1 is charged with rectangular voltage pulses of 250 cycles, and amplified pulses of e1 are applied to the stimulation point of nerve or muscle. Muscles react to it with a tetanus.
Polarization in the skin should be balanced by adjusting the capacity C1.
By observing the wave of e1 on the oscilloscope its amplitude which shows the threshold can be directly measured.
Amplification was simplified by the application of rectangular voltage pulses. If the sweeping is synchronized to 250 cycles, the pulses observed by means of the Braun tube become stationary, and it is quite easy to adjust the capacity C1 for balancing and to read amplitude of the pulses. Application of rectangular voltage pulse simplifies also the observation of the minimum contraction of muscle in the form of tetanus, and this form seems more to resemble the voluntary contraction as it is tetanic. In electrical stimulation on the human body it is often observed that different muscles contract in response to cathodal closure and anodal closure delivered on the same site of stimulation.
The anodal closure stimulation, which cannot be observed in the bipolar excitation of excised nerve preparation, must be attributed to a closure effect of cathodes in the neighberhood of the placed anode. If the stimulating effect of these cathodes could be eliminated, the effect of opening of the anodal current only would be observed.
As the opening threshold is higher than the closure one, a special arrangement of the current that it is strong enough to effect on opening while it shows no stimulating effect on closing is required for the above purpose. The author observed in a previous experiment on the slope factor (3) with rectangular pulses of slowly increasing heights that, the slower the rate of increase of the heights of the pulses, the higher became the threshold value. If, therefore, the circuit of an increasing current pulses of sufficiently slow increase is opened after charging for several seconds through an anode placed on the site of stimulation, stimulation will be dilivered only when the circuit is opened. Fig. 8 This should be taken into consideration when the chronaxie is calculated.
Moreover, the polarization in the skin undergoes a change with changes in environmental conditions. It is therefore certain that the current measured in the outer circuit does not represent the true value of chronaxie.
Strohle (15) has recently pointed out the importance of the study of polarization in the tissues under the electrode in the measurement of chronaxie.
His attention was paid to the polarization in the tissues. The author's previous experiments showed that the polarization in the skin gave greatest influence.
All these circumstances should be taken into consideration in measuring the chronaxie and the reaction of degeneration.
The Balancing Network Method has been invented to exclude the influence of the skin polarization.
On the basis of the V-t curve observed, the author deduced that the electric potential which stimulates nerves or muscles would be obtained from the formula 3, granted that the ratio r2/R1 is constant.
The value of r2, however, can vary with changes of conditions.
For example, the value of r2 of a muscle located deep under the skin can be considered to be very small. Unless, therefore, the value e1 is very large, the current e2 strong enough to evoke contraction of this kind of muscle would not be obtained.
One can see from this that it is difficult to obtain an actual value of the intensity of voltage e2.
Consequently, it is impossible clinically to obtain absolute thresholds of all the nerves and muscles in human body in order to compare with each other. It is, however, possible to observe temporal fluctuation of the values measured on a certain nerve or muscle, or to compare the vlaues of the corresponding nerve or muscle with each other. 
SUMMARY
1) The skin plays an important role in interfering with the measurement of threshold value of electric stimulation of nerves and muscles in the human body.
2) It is possible to measure the threshold of the nerve or muscle by balancing the polarization in the skin. This is called a Balancing Network Method .
3) Explanations were given on a simple arrangement used for measuring the threshold clinically.
4) The true V-t curve was obtained by eliminating the influence of the skin by the B.N.M. The values of chronaxie and rheobase were calculated theoretically.
The values of four kinds of nerves and muscles were compared with each other.
5) Explanations were given on the measurement of the constant concerning the slope factor.
6) Explanations
were given on the measurement of threshold for AnOC .
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